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 History The Time of the Watch series was first released in 1977, and the design was to be a "watch with an arcade in it". The
watch was released on the Sega 5 cent coin on April 24, 1978. Original design The design of the original arcade watch was made

by the Seiko Watch Company, and the watch could play a game of "Tennis" in 3D. It had a unique design, with a red square
shaped case. The watch was released in the USA in September 1978. In March 1979, a new model was released for the 5 cent
coin, which was essentially the same as the first design, but with some minor differences. Later designs Original release The

original Time of the Watch was released on July 11, 1979 and the 5 cent coin was introduced. The 5 cent coin was first issued in
October 1979, it was introduced in the UK as a sixpence coin, and eventually was phased out. Wrist watch models This was
released on the same date as the original release, but with the large round case. The watch was released in both a green and a

gold case. The Second Generation This is the final design of the Time of the Watch, and released on April 12, 1980. This is the
last coin-operated Time of the Watch released in the UK, and it is the last coin-operated Time of the Watch released in the
USA, as well. The watch was released on the same date as the original release, but with the same time as the initial release,

showing 10:00 AM. Specifications The original design was released in red. The later released models were released in black.
The watch has a square shape case. The watch is 43.7mm long and 23.9mm wide. The watch has a 25 degree angle of rotation.

The watch has a quartz movement. The watch had a manual push-button start. The watch has a lithium battery. The watch has an
on/off switch. The watch has a 3 mode system: 2, 4, 8 o'clock. The watch has a 10 Hz beeping sound. The watch has a 5 minute
countdown timer. The watch can play three games: Shooting, with 5 shots, Firing Squad, with 5 rounds, and Missile Strike, with

4 missiles. The watch has a twin alphanumeric display. The watch has a digital readout. The watch has a programmable 12-
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